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About This Content
Kholat Aftermath is a comic book continuation of a video game based on the motives of real events known as Dyatlov Pass
Incident and created by IMGN.PRO in 2015.
Kholat: Aftermath presents four seemingly unrelated stories:
- a secret interrogation referring to a hidden note from the game
- a letter from Vitaliy Grazeniuk (main character of the game) to his fiancée
- an appeal for help from a person being a prisoner of a something called "section 22"
- and the beginning of an investigation conducted by two Moscow militiamen
How the fates of the heroes will go?
Could all the events be a product of the sick imagination of Grazeniuk? Is he murderer or a victim?
Or maybe someone is trying to hide the facts that experiments in section 22 got out of control?
And who is the mysterious Anton?
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Essentially dead in development. Issues with the programmer lead to the project stagnating, so there's no recent support or
development on the software or compatibility with other engines like unity.. For now this game is just like any other free flash
game on the internet, a bit more complicated than others, but still it's nothing really special you should pay for, as you can get
same game or even better one for free.
Btw devs are changing their engine to Unreal engine 4 so the game might change.. What makes this game great is the local
multiplayer (one use the vive, another uses the PC). My 5 years little girl is more than happy to be the waitress by playing on the
PC, helping her brothers (8 and 10 years old) and her dad trying to be the best cook.. I had so much fun with this stunning game!
Please don't stop developing!
PROS
- impressive world\/environment (especially if you like Tron aesthetics) !
- music is perfect !
- love the free motion control with the trigger (i\/o thumbpad) !!
- love the look of the gun
- wonderful dimensional gameplay!
CONS (it's early access so there's room for improvement)
some ideas to improve:
- lasers from the player's gun are a bit disappointing, could be better I think
- sound effects could be better maybe
- explosions could be improved I think
Looking forward to future updates!!
I absolutely recommend this game to everyone who likes FPS and games like 'Dimensional'!. For me, Star Nomad is an
underrated little gem! It takes all the things that make the 2D action\/shooter genre great, and condenses them into a simple yet
crazy fun experience. You can make your fortune as a miner, trader or even a pirate (Be warned, betraying everyone doesn't end
well :P), but cracking on with the story was the most fun for me. Took me around 30 hours to beat it, which considering the
price, is a bargain...
Dont let the simple nature of this game fool you, it becomes very challenging as you progress. Early game is all about earning
credits and upgrading your ship. Late game is much more about tactical piloting and loadout (and spamming the X key). Some
battles might seem too difficult, but keep at it. Theres nothing more satisfying than battling through a dozen battleships with a
lone frigate.
Though this game might not be for everyone, if you're into retro style 2D space shooters with simple mechanics, and are willing
to rise up to the challenge of restoring peace to the universe (or not), then pick it up and give it a go. I did and I thoroughly
enjoyed it.
Now to uncover the myth of the nude key combo.... Started playing this almost a year a go and got stuck in some early 2-digit
level. Mostly due to unpredictable jumping behaviour and sometimes mean level design. Currently trying to finish most of my
backlog and so I forced myself through it. I managed and I'm happy about it, but I didn't enjoy the game. OK, I'm no dedicated
platformer player and such a person might find it too easy, but among the first achievement I unlocked were those "Die 10
times", "Die 50 times"... *argh*
If you enjoy platforming in general, try it out, but don't expect too much of it. Best grab it in a sale. If you're more like me,
better invest your money in another game.. Nostalgia has never looked better in this timeless sequel to "The Secret of Monkey
Island". This is a Masterpiece that is as amazing and funny now as it was in -91. Just spectacular.
_________________________________

Play this game if:
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- You like puzzles that are logical if sometimes tricky
- You've got a good sense of humour, this game is hilarious!
- You long to hear the best Soundtrack ever, I never tire of it!
- You love the genrea as this is as good as it can ever get - Bloody brilliant!
- You want to search for Hidden Treasures, Craft ancient Voodo recipies and bring the dead back to life.
Do Not play this game if:
- You do not want to search for Hidden Treasures, Craft ancient Voodo recipies or bring the dead back to life.

Verdict: 10\/10. I am a big fan of RPG Maker games and owned about 100+ of these games in my library.
I played Oswald's Adventure to completion and enjoyed it.
It's a nice short game. The developer says its a 8-12 hours game but it took me 17+ hours and quite a bit of grinding to get all
the achievements. I actually enjoyed the grinding too, so it was all in good fun
The story is average but I love the recruiting mechanics. You cannot recruit for help unless you find the "business card" of the
person you want to recruit. This prevent you from getting a strong team at the start of the game, and you will learn to treasure
every single person that join you because you have to "sweat and toil" to get people to join your team.
The developer of this game is also extremely helpful and responsive. I posted a problem that prevent a certain achievement from
triggering and within minutes the developer responded and started working on a patch to fix problem. I was able to resolved the
problem with the new patch that the developer release in a couple of hours. The developer is also constantly trying to improve
the game. Today, for example, he release another 24 new achievements to bring the total achievements up to 70.
I had a fun time with this game, and would be happy to recommend it.
. Your character will look like hes compensating for something but at least youll have pretty guns
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Most VR games are more like gimmicky apps, but Neptune Flux is a story-driven adventure game in an open world. Grow the
capabilities of your pod by searching for salvage and treasure. Look back through time to figure out the mystery. While it isn't a
huge story, it's involved, engaging, and helps set the stage for what we should expect in VR gaming.. Error 404 : Challenge not
found. Imagine a woman on her period. Sound good to you? Play the game.. IIt's good soundtrack from good game. As for me,
the option to buy soundtrack is rather a form of thanks to developers for a good free game.... Can't play on Osx
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